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Abstract: For low earth orbit satellites there are generally two types of thermal control, passive control and
active control, A passive system relies on conductive and radiation heat coefficients and has no moving parts
or electrical power input. In this study, a model is constructed using the energy balance equations for
different surfaces to compute the temperature of the satellite surfaces using explicit finite deference
technique. The satellite under study is considered as a box shape with surface dimension of 0.5 x 0.5 x
0.005 m each. Data reported by Oliveira et al. 1996 are used to validate the model. The validation of the
model showed a good agreement between predicted temperatures and the data obtained for Brazilian
satellite. The study shows that model solution does not require complex, special and expensive software
platform to carry out these predictions. In addition, the effects of thermal characteristics (conductivity,
emissivity and absorptivity) of surfaces materials on the satellite surfaces temperatures are discussed to
explore the possibility of a passive thermal control through selection of surfaces materials. The highest and
lowest surfaces temperatures during the orbit, which is the earth oriented with one of its surfaces normal
vector passes through earth center are computed. Shadow and non-shadow effects are considered as criteria
for worst low and high temperatures scenarios respectively. Temperature predictions show that using
Aluminized Teflon as the satellite surface which is subjected to highest heat load and polished aluminum
as surface with lowest heat load but for the rest of satellite sides Aluminum 2024 is used, achieve
temperatures values suitable for most electronic devices and payload.
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INTRODUCTION

With advances of computational power of
computers, newly expensive software packages have
been developed to conduct the thermal design analysis.
ESATAN and ANYS FEM represent examples of such
expensivesoftware packages[4]. The Thermal load design
requires information about the characterization of the
satellite orbit to determine the heat flux load that
applied to the satellite surface. The satellite-operating
environment is divided into two main solicitations,
external solicitation and internal solicitation. External
solicitation has no convection spatial environment. A
passive black body in space removed from any source
of energy would reach an equilibrium temperature of
4ok. The same black body exposed to solar radiation at
the earth’s orbit could reach a maximum equilibrium
temperature of over 300ok. Orbital heat fluxes solar
radiation have the maximum value of 1428 w/m2, and
the minimum value of 1316 w/m2. A variation of±10
w/m2 is due to the 11 years solar cycle [3]. The earth

and its atmosphere emit an infrared radiation
comparable to the radiation of a black body at 288oK.
The albedo factor is the ratio between the solar power
reflected by earth and the solar power incident on earth.
The mean value of the albedo flux is 0.3. For short
averaging time (less than 3 hr), the following albedo
factor limits between 0.15 and 0.6 shall be used[1]. The
Internal solicitation (heat generated by onboard
equipment) has the two characteristics. The first is the
coupling between the support structure and the payload
through heat conduction by the cables and heat radiation
between the different surfaces satellite. The second is
the interaction with the equipment heat radiation and
reflection of the surface’s solar and earth fluxes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mathematical Model: The satellite under study is
considered as a box shape aluminum 2024-T6 for
surfaces material. Figure (1) shows the spacecraft
geometry, which
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Fig. 1: Spacecraft geometry.

Fig. 2: Earth oriented, vectory 2 passes through earth
center

is a 6-side's cube with surface dimension of
0.5x0.5x0.005 m each. The orbit is Earth oriented,
vector 2 passes through earth center as shown in figure
(2).

Total orbital average normal incident heat fluxes
applied to the satellite sides when shadow is absent
(case A) and shadow is considered (case B) are shown
in figure (3). The data shown in figure 3 (case A) are
reported in[3]. The shadow period is computed according
to[3]. The worst-case hot scenario are considered when
there's no shadow and the internal heat dissipation is
maximum,(Pimax), worst-case cold scenario occurs when
the satellite moves in earth shadow internal heat
dissipation is minimum. For the satellite case under
study, figures (3-A) and (3-B) are representing the worst
case- hot and the worst case-cold scenarios along the
satellite six sides.

Model Assumptions: The space vehicle body is
considered as composed of uniformly irradiated and
isothermal segments. The current analysis will adopt the
same producer followed by[5,7]. The Satellite will be
considered as a closed enclosure and its surfaces are
gray

Total Orbital average normal incident heating
fluxes in earth-oriented inclined orbit, Case (A)

Total Orbital average normal incident heating
fluxes in earth-oriented inclined orbit, Case (B)

Fig. 3: The incident heat load flux in earth-oriented
orbit, A without shadow and B with shadow

and diffuse. Each surface of the satellite will be
considered as a lumped body. Following the lumped
system, the instantaneous heat balance on such segment
is

[1]

Where qer = (qsun + qalbedo + qearth)

qouti = σ* * A* T i
4 [2]

[3]
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qer is the net external radiant energy flux absorbed
in watt
qout is the net radiant energy flux emitted in watt
qir is the net internal radiation absorbed
qic is the net internal conduction
P refers to internal heat generation due to a power
source
Kim is the conductance between node i and
surrounded by nodes m given by
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Discretizing of the left term of the equation 1
where k is the index for marching in time, equation (1)
yields

[6]
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The view factors for calculations of the heat
radiation component are based of equations found in[2].
A forward explicit scheme is used for discretiztation of
heat balance equation 2. This will results in six
equations one for each satellite side. The term Δt/cth

should be selected to insure the solution stability. During
the solution of the equations different initial
temperatures values are tried to test the dependence
of the solution procedure on initial temperatures
guesses for the six satellite surfaces. Table 1 shows
the Thermal and physical properties of the satellite
materials. The period of the given orbit with
5%eccentricity is found to be 100 minutes. Hence,
the

Table 1: List of the physical thermal properties of Aluminum Alloy
2024-T6

Density ρ 2770 kg/m3

Specific heat c 875 J/kg K
Thermal conduvtivity K 177 w/mK
White paint αr 0.6
White paint  0.8

Fig. 4: Schematic for the Brazilian satllite showing
physical properties of its surfaces[6].

relationship between the time and the altitude of the
orbit is linearized. The time in equation 7 is
nondimensionlized using the orbit period.

Model Validation: To test the computation model,
calculations of the sun and shadow panels' temperatures
extremes of the First Brazilian Scientific Satellite has
been performed. There are published data produced by
a software package called PCTER. Thermal analysis of
The SACI-1 satellite considered by[6] follows the same
producer adopted by this study. SACI-1 satellite is
considered a box shape with 6 sides. Figure 4 shows the
layout of the Brazilian satellite position of the each
surface with respect to each other. Surface that faces the
sun is number 2 and the one in shadow is number 4.
Thermal properties of surfaces are shown in figure 4.
The satellite orbit is circular orbit with an inclination of
98.5o and an altitude of 778 km, which could be
described as orbit (400:1200 km elliptical with average
800 km). The orbit period is the same as current study
(100 minutes) with the same shadow eclipse period of
32 to 34 minutes estimated according to[8]. Spin
stabilized with the spine axis (normal to the sun panel)
is pointed to the sun. Since the orbit configuration is
similar to the earth inclined orbit, the total incident heat
flux reported by[3] is considered as reference case for
current study.

Effect of the Thermal Conductivity and Emissivity:
To investigate the effect of the thermal characteristic of
satellite material surfaces, materials used in satellites
industry have been selected for investigation. The
selected materials thermal properties are reported in[2,9].
The effects of the emissivity and the thermal
conductivity of the satellite sides on the heat transfer
between the satellite sides and outside environment are
investigated. The absorptivity of the surfaces defines the
external heat applied to the surfaces. Satellite with sides
material made of aluminum alloy 2024 is selected as
reference case. The surface thermal characteristic of
the reference case
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Table 2: Comparison between the temperature Prediction for two Panels of Brazilian satellite[6] and the Current Model

Table 3: The maximum and minimum temperature predicted for different satellite surface material
Material Absorptivity Emissivity Hot Side Max Temperature °C Cold Side Min Temperature °C
Aluminum Alloy 2024 0.60 0.80 34 -19
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Raw Aluminum 0.38 0.04 428 428
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Polished Aluminum 0.20 0.03 346 346
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Steel 0.57 0.27 118 65
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Polished Steel 0.36 0.10 178 119
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Black Paint 0.98 0.87 56 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Aluminized Teflon 0.16 0.80 -29 -59
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Solar Cell Cover 0.81 0.83 46 -5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
White Epoxy 0.25 0.85 -17 -50
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-Aluminized Teflon for side 2 23°C for side 2 and average of -1°C for side 1 and Average of
-Polished Aluminum for side 1 31°Cfor the rest of side -5°C for the rest of side
-Aluminum 2024 for the rest of side

is shown in table (1). The external heat for this
configuration is reported by[1]. Having changed the
material absorptivity, the external heat flux should be
recalculated. The new external heat flux is recomputed
as percentage of the heat flux of reference case
based on the ratio (αs/ αr) between the absorptivity of
the reference case and the one under study. The
investigation will consider satellite surfaces made
form single material and different material
combination. Table (3) lists the thermal characteristics
of materials used through out the study. The
combination of Aluminized Teflon for side 2 is
subjected to the highest incident heat flux, Polished
Aluminum is considered for side 1 which has the
lowest incident heat flux and Aluminum 2024 for the
rest of sides.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table 2 shows a comparison between temperature
values reported by[6] and model prediction preformed for
two satellite panels and the current model using
Brazilian configuration data. The comparison shows a
good agreement with the result of PCTER software for
Sun Panel and side panel.

Figure 5-A shows the temperature variation of the
six sides of the satellite versus time for Earth oriented
orbit where vector 2 passes through earth center. The
shadow effect is absent in this case. The figure shows
the solution reach the steady state after two orbital
periods for the six sides. Initial temperature guess
has no tangible effect on the time at which the

steady state is reached. The
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Fig. 5: The satellite sides temperatures variation during the orbit period: (A) without shadow and (B) with shadow.

Fig. 6: Temperature variation with absorptivity to emissivity ratio (αs/) for different satellite materials

termΔt/Cth value under which stability of the solution is
achieved for these satellite configurations is 0.01. This
is correspond to 30 s. The figure shows that side 2
has 30 Co, which is the highest temperature worst hot-
case scenario. This reflects that the maximum incident
heat flux exists on side 2. Sides 3, 4 and 5
temperatures are slightly lower than the one of the
side 2 since the total incident heat flux is lower
than that of side 2. The temperature of side 6 is
24oC. For case B where the shadow effect is
considered, figure 5-B shows that the model solution
reaches the steady in a half orbital time. The
temperature of side 5and 6 is 7o C during the shadow.
This is the lowest surface temperature, which
corresponds to the worst minimum temperature scenario.
The figures show that sides 5, 6 and 2 with similar
incident heat flux and adjacent to each other maximum
temperatures occurs approximately at the same time and
different from that for surfaces 1,3 and 4. Surfaces
1and 3 have different incident fluxes than those for
surface 2 and 6. Surface 4 is not adjacent to surfaces 2,
5 and 6.

Figure (6) shows the highest and the lowest
temperatures on the satellite sides with the prescribed
orbit for materials having different absorptivity to
emissivty ratios. Lowest temperature is considered as
lowest side temperature during the shadow. The highest
temperature is considered as highest side temperature for
no shadow effect case. For (αs/) values higher than 1.3
the highest temperature reaches values higher than 100
oC while for (αs/) values less than 0.5, the lowest
temperature is less than -50 oC. This suggests that for
surfaces subjected to high thermal load, material with
high (αs/) values should be used and vise versa to
achieve passive thermal control.

Table (3) shows the highest maximum and lowest
minimum temperatures predicted for different satellite
surface materials. Satellites surfaces which have high
absorptivity to emissivityratio (αs/ε) larger than 1.3 such
as raw aluminum, polished aluminum, steel and polished
steel exhibit extremely high temperature larger than 60
oC that are not reasonable and not suitable for common
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satellite devices and components such as batteries and
electronic devices. On the other hand for αs/εratios less
than about 0.5 such as Aluminized Teflon and White
Epoxy, satellite surfaces exhibit very low temperatures
less than -25o C, which are not suitable for most
devices. Estimations of the highest and lowest
temperatures have been carried out for a case where
satellite surfaces are made from a combination of
different materials, Aluminized Teflon for side 2,
Polished Aluminum for side 1 and Aluminum 2024 for
the other sides as shown in table (3). This combination
results in a hot side maximum temperature of 23oC and
the cold side minimum temperature of -1oC.

Conclusion:

 Simple model that do not need especial or an
expensive computation platform can be used in the
estimation the surfaces temperatures of the satellite.

 Materials with absorptivity to emissivity αs/εratios
less than about 0.5 such as Aluminized Teflon and
White Epoxy can be used for sides, which are
subjected to high thermal load.

 Materials with high absorptivity to emissivity ratio
(αs/ε) larger than 1.3 such as raw aluminum,
polished aluminum, steel and polished steel should
be considered for a satellite sides subjected to low
heat flux.

 Using Aluminized Teflon for the satellite surface
subjected to highest heat load and polished
aluminum for surface with lowest heat load but
using Aluminum 2024 for the rest of satellite sides,
achieve temperatures values of satellite surfaces
suitable for most electronic devices and payloads.

 A passive thermal control could be achieved
through manufacturing the surfaces of the satellite
from a combination of good radiator materials and
good insulator materials.

Nomenclature:

Ai Segment surface area in m2

Fim Radiation interchange factor between surfaces i and
m (view factor)

σ Stephan-Boltzman constant (5.67*10-8)
T Temperature (ko)
t Time (sec)
 Emissivity
α Absorptivity
P Internal heat generation due to a power source

(watt)
K Segment material thermal conductivity in (w/m . k0)
Cth The thermal mass of the element material in (J/k0)
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